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Abstract

With the prevalence of cloud computing, users store and
share confidential data in the cloud while this approach
makes data security become an important and tough is-
sue. To ensure data security, cloud service providers must
provide efficient and feasible mechanisms to provide a reli-
able encryption method and a suitable access control sys-
tem. In order to realize this ideal, Huang et al. proposed
a data collaboration scheme with hierarchical attribute-
based encryption. After analyzing Huang et al.′s scheme,
we find that one weakness exists in their scheme such that
the semi-trusted cloud service provider can decrypt the
protected data to obtain the plaintext. Data confiden-
tiality is not ensured as claimed. In this paper, we will
explicitly indicate how this weakness damages Huang et
al.′s scheme.
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1 Introduction

With rapid progress of network technologies, plenty of
various applications and services are proposed and real-
ized, and cloud computing revolutionizes the way how ser-
vices are provided. Cloud computing possesses superior
properties to benefit users such that resources including
storage can be easily accessed, shared, and virtualized.
Moreover, distributed computing is also allowed in cloud
computing.

In addition to the above advantages, cloud computing
can help users to save time and money because they do
not need to construct the infrastructure by themselves
completely. Cloud computing ensures flexibility. For ex-
ample, users can obtain the required resources or services

provided in the cloud and keep essential data secretly and
locally. The flexible property makes more and more en-
terprises utilize cloud-based services.

Although cloud computing brings great benefits to en-
terprises and cloud users, many security issues are raised.
Data confidentiality and access control in cloud comput-
ing are serious and urgent. It is because the cloud service
provider (CSP) is semi-trusted and the data stored in the
cloud may be disclosed by an unauthorized user or a ma-
licious employee in CSP. This denotes that data leakage
will take place if these security issues are not well and
appropriately addressed [2]. As a result, data confiden-
tiality and access control are important issues in cloud
computing.

The reliable approach to protect data is encrypting
data before being outsourced. The traditional methods
for data encryption include symmetric encryption and
asymmetric encryption. However, the above two tradi-
tional encryption methods are not suitable for data access
control in cloud systems. As a result, attribute-based en-
cryption (ABE) is proposed to ensure data access control
with high precision [10]. An ABE mechanism enables ac-
cess control over encrypted data with access policies and
attributes among private keys and ciphertexts. More-
over, ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption (CP-
ABE) makes the data owner define access policies on all
attributes that users need to decrypt the ciphertext. By
CP-ABE, data confidentiality and data access control can
be guaranteed [3].

However, the previous methods are designed to pro-
vide users with secure data reading while how multiple
users collaboratively manipulate encrypted data in cloud
computing is not taken into consideration.

Data collaboration service offered by CSP supports
availability and consistency of the data shared among
users [1]. In short, cloud computing is providing most
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of the functions originally provided by computers via the
Internet. A user only needs one terminal to complete
all functions such as the website setup, program develop-
ment, and file storage. In order to realize and provide se-
cure data collaboration services in cloud computing, only
authorized users have the right to access or modify data
in the cloud. That is, CSP needs to verify the user′s legiti-
macy. A cryptographic technique, Attribute-Based Signa-
ture (ABS), can help CSP verify the user when he/she re-
quests to modify the data stored in the cloud. In an ABS
system, the user can sign messages with his/her attributes
key. Then, from the signature, CSP can check whether
the signer′s attributes meet the access policy while the
signer′s identity is unknown.

In recent years, many researches about the topics
have been proposed. In 2011, Hur et al. proposed an
attribute-based access control scheme in data outsourc-
ing systems [5]. In 2012, Wan et al. proposed a hierar-
chical attribute-based access control in cloud computing
scheme [8]. However, the above two schemes only take
data sharing into consideration and cannot support write
operations over stored data. In 2013, Li et al. proposed
a secure sharing scheme based on attribute-based encryp-
tion for personal health records in cloud computing [6].
Li et al.′s scheme allows write operations. Unfortunately,
the cloud still cannot verify the user′s write permission
after receiving the re-encrypted modified data. In 2015,
Yang et al. proposed one outsourcing scheme for big data
access control in cloud and claimed that it cloud ensure se-
curity and verifiability [9]. Unfortunately, Liu et al. show
that Yang et al.′s outsourcing scheme for big data access
control in cloud suffers from some security flaws [7].

In 2017, Huang et al. proposed a data collaboration
scheme with hierarchical attribute-based encryption in
cloud computing [4]. Huang et al.′s scheme applies ABE,
attribute-based signature (ABS), and bilinear map to en-
suring data confidentiality and data access control. In
their system model, there are five entities, central author-
ity, domain authority, CSP, data owner, and user. The
central authority, a trusted third party, manages domain
authorities, sets up system parameters, and issues the se-
cret parameter to the domain authority at the top level.
A domain authority is a trusted third party, manages mul-
tiple domain authorities and domain users, and generates
the master key for each domain authority at the next level
and attribute secret keys for users. CSP, a semi-trusted
party, provides data storage and collaboration service, of-
fers partial decryption and partial signing, and is respon-
sible for verifying the re-encrypted data before accepting
it. The data owner outsources the encrypted data to CSP
for collaboration. A user possessing a set of attributes
satisfying the access policy can access and modify the
data in cloud computing. Huang et al. also claimed that
their scheme ensured data confidentiality. After analyz-
ing Huang et al.′s scheme, we find that the semi-trusted
cloud service provider can decrypt the protected data and
obtain the plaintext after an authorized user modifies the
data. That is, Huang et al.′s scheme cannot provide data

confidentiality as claimed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2

reviews Huang et al.′s data collaboration scheme with hi-
erarchical attribute-based encryption in cloud computing.
Analyses on Huang et al.′s scheme are given in Section 3.
At last, some conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2 Review of Huang et al.′s Scheme

Huang et al.′s scheme is composed of six phases:

1) System setup phase;

2) Domain setup phase;

3) Key generation phase;

4) Data encryption phase;

5) Data decryption phase;

6) Data modification phase.

In this section, we first introduce the symbols and nine
algorithms used in Huang et al.′s scheme. Then we review
Huang et al.′s scheme. The details are as follows.

2.1 Notations

Notations used in Huang et al.′s scheme are listed in Ta-
ble 1.

Table 1: Notations used in Huang et al.′s scheme

Symbol Definition
CSP Cloud service provider
PK Central authority′s public key
MK Entity′s master key

S A set of attributes
SK User′s attribute secret keys
AK User′s attribute key
GK Global key
T Access policy

DK Data encryption key
CT Ciphertext
ST Signature

Enc/Dec Symmetric encryption/decryption

2.2 Algorithms

Huang et al. proposed nine algorithms and used them to
define the designed system. The definitions of these nine
algorithms are shown as follows.

1) Setup(K). The central authority takes a security pa-
rameter K as input and outputs the system public
key PK and the central authority′s master secret key
MK0.
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2) CreateDM(PK, MKl, S). The central authority or
a domain authority takes PK, the master key MKl

and a set of attributes S as inputs and outputs the
master secret key MKl+1 for the domain authority at
the next level.

3) KeyGen(PK, MKl, S). A domain authority takes
PK, MKl and S as inputs and outputs the attribute
secret keys SK for each domain user.

4) Encrypt(PK, M, T). The data owner takes PK, a
message M and an access policy T as inputs and out-
puts the ciphertext CT.

5) PartDec(CT, AK). A user uses SK to generate the
attribute key AK and sends AK to CSP. CSP takes
CT and AK as inputs. If the attributes in AK satisfy
T in CT, CSP outputs a partial decrypted ciphertext
CTP .

6) Decrypt(CTP , SK). A user takes CTP and SK as
inputs, recovers the data encryption key DK, and
outputs the plaintext M.

7) PartSign(Q, AK). CSP takes a data collaboration
request Q and AK as inputs and outputs a partial
signature STP and a global key GK.

8) Sign(STP , SK). A user takes STP and SK as inputs
and outputs the signature ST.

9) Verify(T, ST, GK). CSP takes T, ST and GK as
inputs. If ST is the user′s valid signature such that
S satisfies T, it outputs true.

2.3 System Setup Phase

In the beginning, the central authority executes Setup
algorithm as follows:

Step 1. Selects a bilinear group G1 of prime order p and
generator g and the bilinear map ê : G1 ×G1 → G2.

Step 2. Selects random numbers α and β in Zp and de-
fines hash functions H1, H2 : {0, 1}∗ → G1.

Step 3. Sets the master key MK0 = (α, β) that is kept
secret by the central authority and obtains the sys-
tem public key PK, where PK = (gα, gβ).

2.4 Domain Setup Phase

The central authority or a domain authority will be in-
volved in this phase to execute CreateDM algorithm. For
clarity, two cases are given.

Case 1: The central authority executes CreateDM al-
gorithm as follows:

Step 1. Selects a unique number δl and chooses δl,i ∈
Zp randomly for each attribute in A for i =
1, 2, . . . ,m, where A is a set of m attributes and
A = {a1, a2, ..., am}.

Step 2. Computes MKl = (A,Dl = g(α+δl)β , {Dl,i =

gδlβH1(i)δl,i , D
′
l,i = gδl,i |ai ∈ A, i ∈ {1, 2, ...,m}})

for the domain authority at the top level.

Case 2: The high level domain authority with MKl ex-
ecutes CreateDM algorithm as follows:

Step 1. Selects a unique number εl and chooses εl,i ∈ Zp
randomly for each attribute in A′ for i = 1, 2, ..., n,
where A′ is a set of n attributes A′ = {a1, a2, ..., an}.

Step 2. Computes MKl+1 = (A′, Dl+1 = Dl · gεlβ ,

{Dl+1,i = Dl,i · gεlβH1(i)εl,i , D
′
l+1,i = D

′
l,i · gεl,i |ai ∈

A′, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}}) for the domain authority at the
next level.

2.5 Key Generation Phase

When a user joins in the domain, the corresponding do-
main authority with MKl executes KeyGen algorithm as
follows:

Step 1. Selects γ ∈ Zp randomly for the user and chooses
γi ∈ Zp randomly for each ai in S, where S is a set
of the user′s attributes.

Step 2. Computes the attribute secret keys SK =
(S,D = Dl · (gβ)γ , {Di = Dl,i · gγβH1(i)γi , D′i =

D
′
l,i · gγi |i ∈ S}) for the user, where i ∈ S is the

shorthand for ai ∈ S.

2.6 Data Encryption Phase

The data owner executes Encrypt algorithm to encrypt
the data M , defines the access policy T , and outsources
the ciphertext to the cloud. The data owner performs as
follows:

Step 1. Selects a random number DK ∈ Zp to encrypt
the data M by using a symmetric encryption algo-
rithm. Note that M will be encrypted under the
access policy T .

Step 2. Generates a polynomial px for each node x in the
access tree T with a top-down manner starting from
the root node R. Sets the degree dx of px to be kx−1
for each node x in T , where kx is the threshold value
of x and kx = 1 if x a leaf node. On the root node R,
chooses a random number s ∈ Zp, sets pR(0) = s, and
chooses other dR nodes randomly to define pR. For
other node x, sets px(0) = pparent(x)(index(x)) and
chooses other dx nodes randomly to define px, where
index(x) is the label associated with x and index(x)
will be from 1 to num(p) when x is the child node of
node p and num(p) denotes the number of p′s child
nodes.

Step 3. Computes the ciphertext CT = (T,E =
EncDK(M), C̃ = DK · ê(g, g)αβs , C = gs, {Cy =
gpy(0), C ′y = H1(attry)py(0)}y∈Y ) and outsources CT
to CSP , where Y is a set of leaf nodes in access policy
T .
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2.7 Data Decryption Phase

This phase is composed of two parts, partial decryption
phase and decryption phase. The details are as follows.

2.7.1 Partial Decryption Phase

When a user wants to access the data owner′s outsourced
ciphertext from CSP , he/she first generates the attribute
key AK = {Di, D

′
i|i ∈ S} to CSP.

After getting AK, CSP executes PartDec algorithm
to partially decrypt the ciphertext. Then CSP executes
a recursive algorithm, DecryptNode algorithm. The re-
cursive algorithm DecryptNode(CT,AK, p) takes the ci-
phertext CT , the attribute key AK associated with S,
and a node p from T as inputs.

If the node p is a leaf node y of T , i = attry,
where attry denotes an attribute associated with the
leaf node y. If i ∈ S, DecryptNode(CT,AK, p) =

DecryptNode(CT,AK, y) =
ê(Di,Cy)
ê(D′

i,C
′
y) ; otherwise, if i /∈ S,

DecryptNode(CT,AK, y) =⊥.
If the node p is a non-leaf node x of T ,

DecryptNode(CT,AK, x) is executed by calling
DecryptNode(CT,AK, z) for all child nodes z of x
and storing the output Fz. If no Sx, an arbitrary kx-sized
set of child nodes z of x such that Fz 6=⊥, exists, the node
does not meet T and DecryptNode(CT,AK, x) =⊥.
Otherwise, it denotes the subtree rooted at node x meets
the access policy T if and only if kx subtrees rooted
at x′s children meet T . Fx is computed as follows,
where parent(z) is a parent node of z, index(z) is the
label associated with z, and ∆r,Sx

(x) =
∏
j∈Sx,j 6=r

x−j
r−j .

Because z is a child node of x, index(z) will be from 1 to
num(x), where num(x) is the number of x′s children.

Fx =
∏
Z∈Sx

F
∆

j,S
′(0)
x

Z = ê(g, g)(δl+γ)βpx(0)

where S′x = {index(z)|z ∈ Sx} and j = index(z). With
the recursive approach, calling DecryptNode(CT,AK,R)
can have the masking factor W efficiently obtained to
decrypt CT such that W = DecryptNode(CT,AK,R) =
ê(g, g)(δl+γ)βs . Then, CSP sends the partial decrypted
ciphertext CTP = (E, C̃, C,W ) to the user.

2.7.2 Decryption Phase

After receiving CTP , the user executes Decrypt algorithm
to retrieve the plaintext. The user first computes DK =
C̃/ê(C,D)/W ) and obtains DK. Then the user can use
DK to retrieve M = DecDK(E).

2.8 Data Modification Phase

When a user needs to modify the stored data in the
cloud to work collaboratively, he/she must use his/her
attributes to sign the data collaboration request by using
attribute-based signature, ABS. Only the user’s signature
satisfying the access policy can be authorized to outsource

the re-encrypted data. Data modification phase is com-
posed of four parts, writing data phase, partial signing
phase, signing phase and verification phase. The details
are as follows.

2.8.1 Writing Data Phase

The collaborative user obtains the plaintext in data de-
cryption phase. After the user modifies the data, he/she
re-encrypts data with T . Then the user sends the data
collaboration request Q,AK and the re-encrypted data to
CSP .

2.8.2 Partial Signing Phase

After receiving the collaboration request, CSP executes
PartSign algorithm. CSP selects a random number
µ ∈ Zp and computes S̃0 = H2(Q)µ and S0 = gµ. CSP
generates a polynomial qx for each node x in the access
tree T with a top-down manner starting from the root
node R. CSP sets the degree bx of qx to be kx − 1
for each node x in T , where kx is the threshold value
of x. On the root node R, CSP chooses a random num-
ber t ∈ Zp, sets qR(0) = t, and chooses other bR nodes
randomly to define qR. For other node x, CSP sets
qx(0) = qparent(x)(index(x)) and chooses other bx nodes
randomly to define qx. CSP computes the global key
GK = {Ky = gqy(0),K ′y = H1(attry)qy(0)|y ∈ Y } for each
y ∈ Y , where Y is a set of leaf nodes in access policy T .

CSP selects a random number ti ∈ Zp for each
i ∈ Y and uses AK to compute {Si, S′i}, where {Si =
DiH1(i)ti , S′i = D′ig

ti |i ∈ S ∩ Y } and {Si = H1(i)ti , S′i =
gti |i ∈ Y/S ∩Y }. Then CSP generates the partial signa-
ture STP = (S̃0, S0, {Si, S′i|i ∈ Y }) and sends STP to the
user.

2.8.3 Signing Phase

After receiving STP , the user executes Sign algorithm
to generate the signature. The user computes S̃ =
S̃0D and S = S0 and generates the signature ST =
(S̃, S, {Si, Si′|i ∈ Y }). Then the user sends ST to CSP .

2.8.4 Verification Phase

After receiving ST , CSP executes V erify algorithm to
verify the signature ST . CSP executes V erifyNode al-
gorithm that is a recursive algorithm. The recursive algo-
rithm V erifyNode takes ST , a node p from T and GK
associated with a set of attributes as inputs.

If the node p is a leaf node y of T , i = attry. If i ∈ S∩Y ,
V erifyNode(ST,GK, p) = V erifyNode(ST,GK, y) =
ê(Si,Ky)
ê(S′

i,K
′
y) . If i ∈ Y/S ∩ Y , V erifyNode(ST,GK, p) =

V erifyNode(ST,GK, y) =
ê(Si,Ky)
ê(S′

i,K
′
y) = 1.

If the node p is a non-leaf node x,
V erifyNode(ST,GK, x) is executed by calling
V erifyNode(ST,GK, z) for all child nodes z of x
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and storing the output Gz. If no Gz, an arbitrary kx-
sized set of child nodes z of x such that Gz 6=⊥, exists, the
node does not meet T and V erifyNode(ST,GK, x) =⊥.
Otherwise, it denotes the subtree rooted at node x meets
the access policy T if and only if kx subtrees rooted
at x′s children meet T . Gx is computed as follows,
where parent(z) is a parent node of z, index(z) is the
label associated with z, and ∆r,Sx

(x) =
∏
j∈Sx,j 6=r

x−j
r−j .

Because z is a child node of x, index(z) will be from 1 to
num(x), where num(x) is the number of x′s children.

Gx =
∏
Z∈Sx

G
∆

i,S
′(0)
x

Z = ê(g, g)(δl+γ)βqx(0)

where S′x = {index(z)|z ∈ Sx} and i = index(z). With
the recursive approach, calling V erifyNode(ST,GK,R)
can have the masking factor I efficiently obtained to verify
the signature such that I = V erifyNode(ST,GK,R) =

ê(g, g)(δl+γ)βt. Then, CSP checks if ê(g,S̃)
ê(H2(Q),S)·(I)1/t

equals ê(g, g)αβ . If they are equal, CSP accepts the sig-
nature and the re-encrypted data form the collaborative
user. Otherwise, CSP rejects this data collaboration re-
quest.

3 Analysis on Huang et al.′s
Scheme

After analyzing Huang et al.′s scheme, we find that their
scheme cannot provide data confidentiality as claimed.
Because the cloud service provider CSP is semi-trusted
in Huang et al.′s scheme, CSP should neither know nor
retrieve what the original data is even when users use data
collaboration service. In Huang et al.′s scheme, the data
M is protected by being encrypted by the data encryp-
tion key DK, and only users who meet the access policy
can work collaboratively. Because it is only mentioned
that the user modifies the data and re-encrypts data with
T in writing data phase of data modification phase, this
makes two cases possible. First, the modified data is re-
encrypted with the same DK. Second, the modified data
is re-encrypted with new DK by executing data encryp-
tion phase. No matter which case is true, CSP can obtain
DK to retrieve data. For clarity, the details are given in
the following.

3.1 Re-encrypting Data with The Same
DK

Suppose the modified data is re-encrypted with the same
DK in writing data phase. In partial decryption phase
of data decryption phase, when a user wants to access
the data owner′s outsourced ciphertext from CSP , he/she
first generates the attribute key AK = {Di, D

′
i|i ∈ S} to

CSP . After getting AK, CSP executes PartDec algo-
rithm to partially decrypt the ciphertext with a recursive
algorithm, DecryptNode algorithm. Then, CSP sends

the partial decrypted ciphertext CTP = (E, C̃, C,W )
to the user, where W = DecryptNode(CT,AK,R) =
ê(g, g)(δl+γ)βS . In decryption phase of data decryption
phase, after receiving CTP , the user executes Decrypt al-
gorithm to retrieve the plaintext by computing DK =
C̃/(ê(C,D)/W ) and M = DecDK(E). The above de-
notes that CSP is aware of (E, C̃, C,W ) after an autho-
rized user accesses the data owner′s outsourced ciphertext
from CSP .

Suppose that U1, who is an authorized user and has
accessed the outsourced ciphertext from CSP , wants to
modify the data. That is, data modification phase will
be executed. In partial signing phase, CSP executes
PartSign algorithm by generating the partial signature
STP = (S̃0, S0, {Si, S′i|i ∈ Y }) and sending STP to the
user, where S̃0 = H2(Q)µ and S0 = gµ. In signing
phase of data modification phase, after receiving STP , the
user executes Sign algorithm to generate the signature by
computing S̃0 = S̃0D and S = S0 and generating the sig-
nature ST = (S̃, S, {Si, S′i|i ∈ Y }). In verification phase,
after receiving ST , CSP executes V erify algorithm to
verify the signature ST . The above denotes that CSP is
aware of (S̃0, S0, S̃, S, {Si, S′i|i ∈ Y }) after an authorized
user wants to modify the data.

From then on, CSP knows (E, C̃, C,W ) and
(S̃0, S0, S̃, S, {Si, S′i|i ∈ Y }). To retrieve the data, CSP
performs as follows:

Step 1. Computes S̃ × (S̃0)−1 = (S̃0D)× (S̃0)−1 = D.

Step 2. Computes DK = C̃/(ẽ(C,D)/W ).

Step 3. Computes M = DecDK(E).

According to the above, it is obvious that CSP can re-
trieve the original data after an authorized user modifies
the data. This found weakness shows that Huang et al.′s
scheme cannot ensure data confidentiality.

3.2 Re-encrypting Data with New DK by
Executing Data Encryption Phase

Suppose the modified data is re-encrypted with new DK
by executing data encryption phase in writing data phase.
If a user U1 has ever modified the data, CSP can obtain D
after signing phase is executed. When another authorized
user U2 wants to access the re-encrypted data, CSP can
get DK with D to retrieve the data M . The details are
as follows:

Step 1. In signing phase, U1 receives STP =
(S̃0, S0, {Si, S′i|i ∈ Y }) from CSP . Then U1

computes S̃0 = S̃0D and S = S0 and sends
ST = (S̃, S, {Si, S′i|i ∈ Y }) to CSP . Because CSP
is aware of (S̃0, S0, S̃, S, {Si, S′i|i ∈ Y }), CSP can
retrieve D by computing S̃ × (S̃0)−1 = D.

Step 2. When U2 accesses the re-encrypted data, U2 re-
ceives CTP = (E, C̃, C,W ) from CSP in decryption
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phase of data decryption phase. U2 uses parame-
ters (C̃, C,W,D) to compute DK = C̃/(ẽ(C,D)/W ).
Then U2 can retrieve the data M with DK. It means
that CSP is also capable of computing the data en-
cryption key DK because C̃, C,W , and D are all
known. Thereupon, CSP can also retrieve the data
M with DK.

According to the above, even if the modified data is re-
encrypted with new DK by executing data encryption
phase, CSP still can decrypt the encrypted data to re-
trieve the plaintext after another authorized user accesses
the re-encrypted data.

4 Conclusions

Huang et al. proposed a hierarchical attribute-based en-
cryption scheme to realize data collaboration in cloud
computing. In this paper, we explicitly show how
Huang et al.′s scheme suffers from one weakness. The
data M is protected by the key DK, and it is supposed
that only users who meet the access policy could obtain
the plaintext. However, we find that CSP can retrieve
the outsourced data after an authorized user modifies the
data because CSP can get the data encryption key DK.
Because CSP is semi-trusted, CSP should never know
what the data M is. As a result, data confidentiality can-
not be ensured in Huang et al.′s scheme. According to our
findings, how to design a secure and efficient data collab-
oration scheme in cloud computing is still an urgent and
tough issue.
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